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Purpose of the Nuclear Skills Summit 

The UK challenge is too great to solve by companies working in isolation.  
NSSG has already developed a collaboration within the UK, this seminar 
extended this collaboration further by working with France.  The seminar 
explored how best the UK and France can work together to address 
our complementary skills gaps and how best knowledge exchange and 
collaboration can create mutual benefit.   A series of actions were tabled 
and these will be taken forward by key support organisations and with the 
backing of the sector and Government. 



Background to the Skills Seminar and Bilateral Ambition for nuclear skills

In January a collaborative UK/France Ministerial Summit was held with an ambition for closer collaboration of 
the two countries across: 

• Decommissioning
• Nuclear skills 
• Nuclear R&D  

This Summit was led jointly by Richard Harrington MP, Parliamentary Under 
Secretary of State, Minister for Business and Industry at the Department for 
Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy (BEIS) and Ms Brune Poirson, Minister 
of State, attached to the Ministre d’État, Minister for the Ecological and Inclusive 
Transition of France (pictured right). 

There was a clear recognition that there are significant synergies around nuclear 
skills that could add value to both countries and it was agreed to take this 
forward through a subsequent bilateral meeting and workshop sessions.  

This saw the successful UK France seminar which took place on 3 and 4 May 2018, with over 40 senior 
participants from the UK and France (pictured below), representing a range of organisations involved with 
nuclear skills development from the two countries.  The specific aims of the seminar were: 

• To fully establish the shared skills synergies between France and UK
• To create a small number of focus areas to progress
• To enable the acceleration of both UK and France’s nuclear skills agendas
• To build on existing and establish future collaborations on nuclear skills between UK and French skills 

organisations 

To achieve these aims the seminar was organised around a clear structure intended to deliver a roadmap for 
collaboration and specific bi-lateral action.



Setting the Skills Scene: Workshop Introductions

The event was opened by Matthew Lodge, the Embassy’s Minister and Ambassador to UNESCO and Laurent 
Michel, Director General of Climate and Energy at the French Ministry for Sustainable Development and the 
Energy Transition.  

They set out the opportunities facing the UK and France, in leading the way across new build, power generation, 
decommissioning and future technologies.  As a result of this, France and the UK will be the leading nuclear 
powers in Europe in the next decades and therefore among the lowest carbon energy producers in the world.
 
This position provides an opportunity for the two leading nuclear nations, who are neighbours, to collaborate to 
ensure that we have the skills capacity and capability to achieve our ambitions.

Dr Fiona Rayment OBE, Chair of the Nuclear Skills Strategy Group, Executive Director NIRO, and Mr Philippe 
Corréa  Director of INSTN (pictured right), presented the 
skills challenges, and activities that are currently being 
undertaken by both countries to address these challenges.  
Both countries, though organised differently, had some 
obvious opportunities for collaboration. This collaboration 
has the possibility of leading to better, more efficient 
solutions, with greater organisational support. 
 
To set the scene for the main workshop sessions, two input sessions were delivered.  The first, delivered 
by Nicholas Morris, highlighted an example of successful UK France collaboration.  The Spark! Contest 
initiative demonstrates how additional value can be created through effective partnering between the two 
countries.  The second presentation delivered by Simon Nelson of FutureLearn and Vincent Minier from INSTN, 
demonstrated how the use of massive on-line open courses (MOOCs) are a potential solution for some of the 
challenges being presented by the workshops.

Workshops: Themes for collaboration and Key Actions

The remainder of the seminar focussed on 5 initial areas of common through five workshops.  

UK and French facilitators and participants worked on ideas in one of each of the 5 theme areas.  

For each area the focus was on specific and tangible actions, with clearly identified owners that would be the 
point of contact following the workshop.  Each group was asked to present their top one or two ideas that would 
be prioritised for next steps.  Each workshop’s ideas were more widely discussed with the whole group, and 
additional feedback built in.  Output from these workshop sessions is included below.  This will be developed 
into a bilateral skills action plan, with input from the workshop leads.



Workshops Key Actions

Developing subject matter 
expertise 

France / UK sharing  of approaches to defining, appointing and 
maintaining  Subject Matter Expertise knowledge with a view to creating  
joint development programmes where synergies exist.

Developing Vocational Career 
Pathways 

Carry out a UK France benchmarking review of existing vocational Career 
Pathway routes and identify gaps, with the potential to develop a joint 
programme and the opportunity to generate equivalency of standards. 

Developing Programmes for  
Cross Sector movement

Evaluate the potential for joint branding between France and UK to 
improve industry attractiveness,  together with benchmarking success in 
cross sectoral transfers.  

Increasing the diversity of the 
Nuclear Workforce  

Create a UK/ France employers forum to drive sector diversity through 
proposing pragmatic diversity actions. 

Promoting attractiveness to 
STEM and Nuclear Careers at 
Schools/ Colleges  

UK will provide delegates to the French ‘Electricity Day’ in Jan 2019 
and consider the development of an equivalent UK scheme by 2020 
that will include the development of outreach materials and enhance 
communications in schools.

Next Steps, Action Plan and November Progress Meeting 

Workshops and Actions

Fiona Rayment and Philippe Corréa summarised the next steps of the seminar, including progress of the Bilateral 
Skills Action Plan.  This progress will be project managed by John Davis, from UK NSSG.

Matthew Clarke, Deputy Director of Nuclear Generation and International, Nuclear Directorate at BEIS closed 
the meeting, acknowledging the potential value that could be gained through the tangible opportunities that 
had been identified. He urged the action owners to progress their respective areas as quickly and decisively as 
possible, offering government support in helping to unlock any potential barriers. 
 
Progress and success will be presented at a follow-up seminar in London in November 2018.

Fiona Rayment commented that she was 
“hugely impressed by the collective appetite 
in the participants in the room to implement 
tangible initiatives that will contribute to the skills 
challenges that our two nations have.”

Philippe Corréa emphasised that “the skills 
leadership required across UK and France to ensure 
that we are successful in positioning ourselves as 
the leading low-carbon energy providers, across 
Europe.  The time for action is now.”

To discuss any aspect of this briefing please contact John Davis, John.Davis638@mod.gov.uk


